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MINUTES 

116. MINUTES 

Confirmed: 

(a) the Minutes of the meeting held on 2 May 2003;   
Document TLC/02/183 – filed with the Minutes 

(b) the Report to Senate from the meeting held on 2 May 2003.  
     Document TLC/02/184 – filed with the Minutes 

117. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 

Degree Classifications (Minute 113) 

Received: 

(i) a further copy of the data on the classification of degrees requested by TLC; 
    Document TLC/02/185 – filed with the Minutes 

(ii) any observations on the data noted by members of TLC in advance of the meeting; 
Document TLC/02/186 – filed with the Minutes 

Considered: the implications of the data and any further analysis required; 

Noted: 

(a) that results for a cohort of students could not be analysed where they were divided 
between three-year and four-year programmes; 

(b) that it would be helpful to be able to compare results against ‘A’ level scores on entry 
for the cohort; 

(c) that other universities were thought to require fewer Level 2 results to contribute to 
the final degree classification which might make it easier to achieve a first or 2:1; 

(d) that the marking criteria used at Level 2 might be too harsh, being in practice more 
appropriate for Level 3, which would depress Level 2 marks; 

(e) that where programmes had very small numbers of students it would be necessary to 
consider data for several years together; 

Agreed: to defer further discussion to the next meeting of TLC. 

118. REPORT FROM SENATE 

Received: an extract from the minutes of the Senate meeting held on 20 May 2003. 
      Document TLC/02/187 – filed with the Minutes 

119. MATTERS OF REPORT 

(a) Changes to Regulations 

Reported:  that the Chairman had taken action to approve the following changes to 
regulations with effect from October 2003; 

 



(i) BSc in Natural Sciences; 

(ii) BSc in Biology, Cell Biology, Ecology, Molecular Biology and 
Biochemistry, Plant Sciences, Zoology, Biomedical Sciences (all including 
placement routes); 

(iii) BSc in Computer Science (European Studies); 

(iv) Ordinary degree in Science; 

(v) BA and BSc in Mathematics; Mathematics (European Studies); M Math; 

(vi) Diploma in Medical Studies; 

(vii) Minor amendments to a range of regulations made by departments as part of 
the final process of checking the regulations for publication; 

(b) QAA Institutional Liaison Scheme 

Reported: that the QAA had established an Institutional Liaison Scheme to promote 
contact between the Agency and individual HEIs and that the University of Durham’s 
liaison contact would be Professor Nick Harris; 

(c) DUO Development 

Reported: that access was being arranged for students to module information archived 
on DUO so that they could access the material for modules which they studied in a 
previous year as it was presented to them at the time; 

(d) Vaccination of Medicine Students 

Reported: 

(i) that despite significant efforts on the part of the Medicine course team 15 
Level 1 and 13 Level 2 students had still failed to produce evidence of the 
required immunisations; 

(ii) that steps were being taken to implement a more rigorous system of 
monitoring and checking from October including: 

(A) the support of the Alma Street medical practice especially at 
registration; 

(B) enhancing the information given to students at all stages to clarify the 
implications of failure to provide this information; 

(C) providing students with a letter to give their GPs explaining the 
importance of this and appealing to the GPs to support this aspect of 
the professional training of the next generation of doctors.  (Some 
students have found their GPs unhelpful in providing the required 
documentation); 

(D) making it clear to students that if the GP makes a charge for this 
service the University will not be able to reimburse the student for 
the cost; 

(E) ensuring that this is discussed with students at interview as well as 
being included in the pre-entry information and communications; 

(F) a structured series of post-registration interviews and letters; 

(iii) that this was, regrettably, a common problem in Medical Schools and that it 
was likely that it would not be substantially resolved until a student was 
refused progression to Level 3 study at Newcastle because of it; 

(iv) that Newcastle had been asked to consider whether action could be taken 
against students who fail to produce evidence of immunisation under the 
‘fitness to practise’ provision. 
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120. CHAIRMAN'S BUSINESS 

(a) Accreditation of Computer Science programmes 

Reported: that following a lengthy process of appeal the BCS had undertaken a 
further visit to the Department of Computer Science and had approved accreditation 
which was back-dated to the expiry of the previous period of accreditation.  This 
meant that no students would be disadvantaged.  Thanks were due to the Deputy 
Dean for her hard work in supporting the Department through the appeal process; 

(b) NTFS Award 

 Reported: that Dr Barbara Graziosi of the Department of Classics had been awarded a 
National Teaching Fellowship and was to be congratulated on this achievement; 

(c) SARS Outbreak 

 Reported: that the Chairman had taken action to approve alternative arrangements for 
the admission of students whose English Language tests or other examinations had 
been cancelled or postponed in their native country (particularly China) as a result of 
restrictions following the outbreak of SARS. 

121. TLC STRATEGY SUB-COMMITTEE 

Received: the minutes of the meeting held on 23 May 2003;  
Document TLC/02/188 – filed with the Minutes 

Noted: that the review of modules with small numbers of students would not affect their 
availability for 2003/04. 

122. VALIDATION SUB-COMMITTEE 

Reported:   

(a) that HEFCE had decided to mainstream the funding for a number of Dance and 
Drama Awards which had hitherto been allocated to relevant institutions by a 
separate process.  The Royal Academy of Dance was among the institutions which 
currently receives such awards; 

(b) that HEFCE had decided that relevant institutions which were not independently 
HEFCE-funded would be required to bid for these awards via the partner HEI which 
validates their programmes; 

(c) that the proposed procedure involves the incorporation of the dance and drama 
student numbers into the contracted numbers of the HEI in question.  This would not 
be problematic where the partnership agreement is a franchise but would change the 
nature of the agreement between Durham and the RAD which is based purely on 
validation; 

(d) that consequences of this procedure include: 
(i) that any shortfall in dance and drama student numbers would adversely affect 

Durham’s strategy to meet its contracted numbers; 
(ii) that HEFCE envisages that in future other funding including capital bids for 

the institutions providing dance and drama programmes would be channelled 
through the partner HEIs.  This would further change the relationship 
between Durham and the RAD; 

(e) that the RAD needed notice as soon as possible of Durham’s intentions in this respect 
since it might need to seek an alternative validating institution which would be 
wishing to sponsor its bid for the awards; 

(f) that the Academic Registrar had indicated that the University would not be in a 
position to accept the associated risks if the current proposals regarding the awards 
are adopted by HEFCE; 
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Received: 
(a) the proposal from HEFCE; Document TLC/02/189 – filed with the Minutes 

(b) the response from Durham to the consultation on this proposal; 
 Document TLC/02/190 – filed with the Minutes 

(c) a document prepared by the Validation Administrator summarising the issues arising; 
Document TLC/02/191 – filed with the Minutes 

Noted: 

(a) that following discussion with the HEFCE Regional Adviser Derek Hicks it had 
become clear that the proposed revisions to the funding of dance and drama places 
presupposed a franchise arrangement between the HEI and the provider and that this 
was not negotiable; 

(b) that a franchise would have significant implications for quality assurance and other 
aspects of the partnership with the RAD; 

(c) that the University was also conscious that the RAD did not conform to its policy that 
validation should support the University’s strategies for widening participation and 
engagement with the region; 

(d) that the University had informed the RAD that it intended to withdraw from its 
partnership agreement and advised them to find an alternative partner but was willing 
to sponsor a bid for funded numbers on the basis that the partnership would terminate 
by October 2004 so that no students entered the RAD under a franchise agreement 
with Durham; 

(e) that the RAD had suggested retaining the validation partnership and declining to bid 
for HEFCE funded numbers in order to continue the links with Durham; 

(f) that this was to be discussed further with the Registrar. 

123. THE CAREERS ADVISORY SERVICE 
Received: the following documentation relating to the Careers Advisory Service: 

(a) the Annual Report for 2001/02; Document TLC/02/192 – filed with the Minutes 

(b) the matrix mapping the current practice of the CAS against the precepts of the QAA 
Code of Practice on Careers Education, Information and Guidance (CEIG); 
    Document TLC/02/193 – filed with the Minutes 

(c) a paper discussing the strategic issues facing the CAS at the present time;  
    Document TLC/02/194 – filed with the Minutes 

 Considered: 

(a) comments on the Annual Report; 
(b) the issues raised in the matrix of the QAA Code of Practice including in particular the 

recommendations addressed to TLC; 
(c) comments on the strategy paper and how best to progress the issues raised; 

(a) Annual Report 

 Reported: 
(i) that the Annual Report covered 2001/02 since when many changes had been 

made in the Service.  The Service would be fully staffed for 2003/04 for the 
first time in two years.  The Service had transferred to the Academic Office 
in April 2002 which had helped to address feelings of isolation from the rest 
of the University at a strategic level; 

(ii) that graduate recruitment had become more competitive since September 11th 
2001 with fewer vacancies and more demanding selection criteria; 

(iii) that more students were deferring their search for employment until after 
graduation.  However pressure on the graduate recruitment market meant that 
fewer vacancies remained in June – July; 
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Noted: 

(i) that students found it difficult to take time out of their studies before finals to 
attend 2-3 day selection events.  Early deadlines (eg end of October) for 
applications to major recruiters also discouraged students from applying 
during their final year; 

(ii) the importance of CAS being integrated with departments and colleges at an 
operational level as well as with the University at a strategic level; 

(iii) that the Annual Report would in future be primarily for TLC.  It should in 
due course be set in the context of the employability strategy (see below) and 
could be a shorter document; 

(b) QAA Code of Practice 

Noted:   

(i) that the requirement that careers guidance be fully integrated into the 
university strategy for teaching and learning would be supported by the 
inclusion of the Director of the Careers Advisory Service on TLC.  This 
would cover the links with academic matters in addition to the links with 
student support services facilitated by her membership of COSSS; 

(ii) concern that this should not undermine the University’s mission as a provider 
of education rather than training; 

Agreed: 

(i) that the recommendations to TLC in respect of the Code of Practice be 
addressed as follows: 

(A) by the inclusion of the Director of the Careers Advisory Service as a 
member of TLC to ensure the integration of CEIG issues into 
strategic discussions about the student experience (precepts 1, 3, 4, 
6); 

(B) by the Director of the Careers Advisory Service attending a meeting 
of each faculty TLC Sub-Committee to discuss how best to enhance 
links between the Service and departments (precepts 4, 7, 12) and 
how departments could make better use of the FDS data (precepts 7, 
11); 

(C) by referring issues to COSSS to discuss as follows: 

- approval of students entitlements (precept  1); 
- proposals for annual and periodic review of the support services 

(precepts 3, 13); 
- support for international students (precept 4); 
- links between the Service and others involved in advising 

students (precept 12); 

(D) by the formulation of a university policy on employability (see 
below) (precepts 4, 5, 9); 

(E) by requesting the Academic Staff Development Officer, when 
appointed, to provide workshops on writing references (precept 9); 

(F) by the Director of the Service attending a meeting of Senior Tutors or 
Heads of Houses to discuss how links between the Service and others 
involved in advising students could be improved (precept 12); 

(G) by including the Director of the Service in future discussions about 
surveys of the student experience (precepts 3, 13); 
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(c) Employability Strategy 
Reported: 
(i) that the paper ‘Towards a Strategy for Employability and CEIG’ set out the 

national context in which graduates are seeking employment.  At present, 
employers and the government were driving this agenda with a view to 
enhancing the employability of graduates; 

(ii) that a series of recent reports, including some commissioned by UUK, and 
the White Paper, made it clear that graduate employability relates to the 
whole of the student experience and is not simply confined to the Careers 
Service; 

Noted: 

(i) that this approach could lead universities to operate as training organisations 
for SMEs whereas Durham’s mission was to provide education and so 
develop students’ intellectual abilities, not merely their acquisition of skills; 

(ii) that in this context it was all the more important to clarify our position in an 
employability strategy which would preserve Durham’s mission while 
ensuring that our students retained their competitive advantage in the 
recruitment market; 

(iii) that employers at the Careers Advisory Board had indicated that graduates 
from new universities who had developed their key skills and used PDPs 
were overtaking students from older universities in the recruitment market; 

(iv) that it would be useful to see how other universities were preparing their 
students for employment; 

(v) that it might be possible to enable students to engage with the employment 
culture without changing our academic provision; 

(vi) that many programme specifications referred to making students employable 
and that this would have to be followed through in appropriate ways in the 
provision; 

Agreed: that a working group be established to draft an employability strategy, to 
consist of:  Professor Bilsborough (Chairman), Dr Eacott, Professor Burt, Mrs 
Richardson (Director of CAS), Professor Scott (Postgraduate Dean), with Ms 
Ollerenshaw. 

124. HEFCE STRATEGIC PLAN 
Reported: that the University intended to respond to the consultation invited on the HEFCE’s 
Strategic Plan; 

Received: comments on the teaching and learning and widening participation elements of the 
Plan provided by the Chairman to contribute to an overall response. 
     Document TLC/02/195 – filed with the Minutes 

Noted: that Durham’s efforts to widen participation might not be reflected in the number of 
applications received.  However this was an issue for the DfES ‘OFFA’ proposal rather than 
for the HEFCE Strategic Plan and current indications were that OFFA would negotiate an 
appropriate strategy with each HEI. 

125. USE OF A STANDARD MODULE OUTLINE 

Considered: the views expressed by Faculty TLC Sub-Committees on the possibility of 
transferring to a standard module outline which would be centrally maintained and would 
form the basis for changes to modules in place of the existing change pro forma: 

Faculty of Arts and Humanities Document TLC/02/197 – filed with the Minutes 
Faculty of Social Sciences and Health    

Document TLC/02/198 – filed with the Minutes 
Faculty of Science  Document TLC/02/199 – filed with the Minutes 
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Noted: 

(a) that all faculty TLCs supported the introduction of a standard module outline despite 
the initial workload involved; 

(b) that a phased introduction (eg level by level) appeared entirely feasible; 

(c) that hard copy handbooks would not be produced from an enlarged database because 
of the increased cost of printing.  Departments would, as currently, provide module 
information in their own handbooks but would be able to derive it from the central 
database.  However Level 1 students would also need basic information to support 
registration for elective modules; 

Agreed: that a firm proposal be brought to the next meeting of TLC.  (Action: BO) 

126. FACULTY OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES TLC SUB-COMMITTEE 

Received: the minutes of the meeting held on 30 April 2003;  
Document TLC/02/200 – filed with the Minutes 

 Considered: issues of concern or interest as follows: 

(a) Equal Opportunities in Teaching and Learning (Minute 22(a)) 
- request for clarification of policy in relation to the assessment of students with 

special needs; 

(b) Module Capping (Minute 25)  
- note concern that a hierarchical system of access to modules should not be 

introduced; 
Agreed: to reaffirm the policy that students must not put their names or any indication of their 
disability on scripts and that any such action would have no effect on the marking process. 
(See also item 127 below on module capping). 

127. FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HEALTH TLC SUB-COMMITTEE 

Received: the minutes of the meeting held on 2 May 2003;  
Document TLC/02/201 – filed with the Minutes 

 Considered: issues of concern or interest as follows: 

 Module Capping (Minute 26) 

 – note concern about the impact of module capping on other modules which are not capped; 

Noted: 
(a) that module capping was increasingly necessary in the face of increasing student 

numbers.  In some cases this was linked to the size of available lecture rooms, in 
others it was to avoid excessive numbers of tutorial groups; 

(b) that the Chairman/woman of each faculty TLC had informed departments that they 
needed his/her permission to cap a module and that in the Faculty of Science 
departments had been required to request capping afresh in 2002/3; 

(c) that it was essential that capping should not disadvantage students with an 
expectation of access to a module (Single Honours, Joint Honours and Combined 
Honours/Natural Sciences students); 

(d) that capping would cause problems for programmes which offered students several 
elective choices from other departments; 

Agreed: that faculty TLCs be asked to restate the rules for the capping of modules as follows: 

(a) that caps be permitted only where approved by the Chairman/woman of faculty TLC; 

(b) that each request for capping be accompanied by: 

(i) the number at which the cap would be applied; 
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(ii) evidence that this had been considered by the Board of Studies; 

(iii) a reason for the cap; 

(iv) confirmation that students with an expectation of access to the module would 
not be disadvantaged; 

(c) that each cap should be renewed each year. 

128. FACULTY OF SCIENCE TLC SUB-COMMITTEE 

Received: the minutes of the meeting held on 7 May 2003;  
Document TLC/02/202 – filed with the Minutes 

 Considered: issues of concern or interest as follows: 

(a) Annual Review Reports (Minute 24 (k)) 
- the suggestion that departments consider the statistics which they would find 

helpful for Annual Review; 
Reported: that arrangements were being made to add FDS data to the statistics 
circulated for Annual Review; 
Agreed: that all faculty TLCs be invited to make suggestions for the improvement of 
the statistics supplied for Annual Review, bearing in mind the constraints of central 
data which could not track individuals in respect of transfer or wastage but only 
record total numbers; 

(b) Equal Opportunities in Teaching and Learning (Minute 25(a)) 
- a query regarding the transfer of information on disabled students between 

departments if a student changed his/her registration; 
Noted: that this and other comments from faculties on equal opportunities in teaching 
and learning would be passed on to Mrs Dodds for inclusion in FAQs and workshops; 

(c) Faculty of Science (Minute 25(i)) 
- a request for advice on the action to be taken if a student fails one part of a module 

with mitigating circumstances and another without such mitigation; 
Agreed: that TLC reaffirm its previous statement to the Faculty that Boards of Examiners 
should make a decision relating to the impact of mitigating circumstances for the module 
as a whole.  Once that decision had been taken the student would be required to resit the 
relevant elements of the relevant components in the usual way.  In the case of a student 
failing all elements of a module, some with mitigating circumstances, it was difficult to 
see how a Board of Examiners would judge the student’s normal performance to be at a 
higher level so as to exercise discretion. 

129. UNIVERSITY REVIEW OF PSYCHOLOGY 

Reported: that the University Review of Psychology was carried out on 6 and 7 March 2003; 

Received: a copy of the review report; Document TLC/02/203 – filed with the Minutes 

Considered: 

(a)  revalidation of the undergraduate programmes with effect from October 2003 for a 
period of six years;  Document TLC/02/204 – filed with the Minutes 

(b) publication of the summary of the report;  
     Document TLC/02/205 – filed with the Minutes 

(d) any other issues arising from the report; 

Recommended: that Senate revalidate the undergraduate programmes in Psychology for six 
years with effect from October 2003. 

130. UNIVERSITY REVIEW OF BIOLOGY 

Reported: that the University Review of Biology was carried out on 21 and 22 March 2003; 

Received: a copy of the review report; Document TLC/02/206 – filed with the Minutes 
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Considered: 

(a)  revalidation of the undergraduate programmes with effect from October 2003 for a 
period of six years;  Document TLC/02/207 – filed with the Minutes 

(b) publication of the summary of the report;   
Document TLC/02/208 – filed with the Minutes 

(c) any other issues arising from the report; 

Recommended: that Senate revalidate the undergraduate programmes in Biological and 
Biomedical Sciences for six years with effect from October 2003. 

131. USE OF ANONYMOUS CODES (Minute  89 of TLC 25 March 2003 refers) 

Considered: a report from the working group considering the practical issues associated with 
the use of the same anonymous codes throughout the whole of a student’s time at Durham. 
     Document TLC/02/209 – filed with the Minutes 

Agreed: 

(a) that the proposals of the Working Group, including that the student’s year of entry not 
be identifiable from the anonymous code, be approved; 

(b) that care be taken not to reuse any code for several years after the student to whom it 
had been allocated had left.  This would prevent the reallocation of a code belonging 
to a student who had intercalated a year for personal reasons and would later resume 
his/her studies. 

132. STANDING ORDERS OF TLC 

Reported: that Senate had approved a review of the role of TLC alongside reviews of all other 
major committees;   Document TLC/02/210 – filed with the Minutes 

Considered: 

(a) new Standing Orders to reflect the current role of TLC; 

(b) revised Standing Orders of TLC Faculty Sub-Committees, Validation Sub-Committee 
and University Review Panels in line with those of TLC; 

(c) removing the Management Committees for Combined Honours and Natural Sciences 
from the TLC Sub-Committee structure; 

(d) whether to review the Standing Orders of COSSS at this stage; 

Agreed: 

(a) that the representation of TLC on Graduate School Committee be included in the 
Standing Orders of TLC; 

(b) that the Dean’s nominee on TLC be specified as the Deputy Dean and his/her period 
of nomination be extended to 3 years; 

(c) that the principle be affirmed that where the Deputy Dean served on TLC in place of 
the Dean, that Deputy should undertake consequential responsibilities associated with 
all the sub-committees, including membership of Validation Sub-Committee; 

(d) that the management committees for Combined Honours and Natural Sciences cease 
to be part of TLC Sub-Committee structure and operate as programme management 
committees comparable with similar departmental committees.  They should, 
however, report to faculty TLCs; 

(e) that as a consequence of this the Dean/Deputy Dean cease to chair the Management 
Committees and Student Consultative Committees of the Combined Honours and 
Natural Sciences programmes.  The relevant Director should chair the Management 
Committee and a member of the Management Committee should chair the Student 
Consultative Committee.  The Dean/Deputy Dean would, however, remain an ex 
officio member of the Management Committee, as of Boards of Studies; 
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(f) that revised terms of reference for the Combined Honours/Natural Sciences 
Committees be established at faculty level;   (Action: AH, MJE, SC) 

(g) that the Standing Orders of COSSS which had been revised in October 2002, be 
unchanged at this stage; 

Recommended: that Senate approve the revised Standing Orders of TLC with effect from 
October 2003. 

133. INDUCTION FOR POSTGRADUATES ENGAGED IN TEACHING AND 
DEMONSTRATING  

Reported: 

(a) that at its meeting of 25 March 2003, TLC asked Professor Meyer to submit a report 
to TLC on the induction sessions run in October 2002, including feedback from them 
and his plans for 2003 (minute 94 refers); 

(b) that no feedback was obtained from participants in October 2002 although Professor 
Meyer was aware that the sessions had received a mixed response; 

(c) that plans were going ahead for similar sessions in October 2003, for which formal 
arrangements for feedback would be made. 

134. FUTURE MEETINGS 

Reported:  

(a) Future Meetings 
 that future meetings of TLC for 2002/03 were scheduled as follows: 

Monday 7 July  2:15pm 

135. ITEMS FOR FUTURE DISCUSSION 

(a) Part-Time degrees: monitor recruitment (Minute 153(a), 31 May 2001); 

(b) establish working party on the training of external examiners not later than 
Michaelmas Term 2003 (Minute 73, 25 February 2003). 

  


